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Foreword by Jon Kern

“Got database?”* Then get agile!
The agile movement was given shape in the shadows of 11,000-foot peaks of Snowbird, Utah,
in February 2001. Ever since, people and pundits alike have been talking and practicing agility.
Many development groups, tired of the failed promise of heavyweight processes and death
marches towards uncertain goals in uncertain timeframes, are finding comfort in a
“human-readable” set of development philosophies and principles.
Scott Ambler has a strong voice in the agile community, founding the Agile Modeling Forum in
February 2001. To all who “know” Scott, it is clear that he is passionate about helping
development teams succeed for their stakeholders and, ultimately, their customers.
There are many resources that address object modeling, agile techniques, UML (Unified
Modeling Language), language-specific intricacies, database design, SQL, and so on. Many
good books present information on how to develop a good object-oriented application.
Likewise, there are excellent tomes on techniques for developing and tuning databases. It is
less likely that you will run across books that describe an evolutionary, agile approach to
data-oriented development.
In this book, Scott addresses this key area of application development — the database. He
extends the reach of agile techniques across the application team, from developer to database
architect, demonstrating that agile techniques are no longer the sole domain of the
development folks. The DBA can also apply the same principles to the database — developing
incrementally and iteratively, just as developers do with their code base. Now, DBAs will be
able to understand the agile methodologies as applied to data-oriented development. They will
gain insight and learn how to fit into the larger team, how to leverage their extensive
experience with a given DBMS, and how to effectively — and efficiently — support the team’s
persistence needs. Even if you work on a small team without “designated” DBAs, this book will
be very helpful for its insights into the critical techniques for addressing the common
persistence problems facing all development teams.
*With apologies to the National Dairy Council
For those of us who have had the pleasure of introducing development teams to
object-oriented methodologies, the data-modeling aspect is always an interesting topic. On the
one hand, good object models look a lot like well-formed entity-relationship diagrams (if yours
don’t, well, get mentored on object modeling!) and many object modelers drive the database
design from their class diagrams. On the other hand, some database experts will insist the
world revolves around the database (especially where legacy databases have been driving the
business for the last decade). Both positions have merit — yet neither is entirely correct. Scott
presents a give-and-take, evolutionary methodology that establishes balance within the team.
He points out that real-world applications often have more than one option for addressing data
concerns throughout the development iterations.
Most modern development methodologies are iterative in nature and require an evolutionary
approach. Most hard-core data modelers may be more familiar with a waterfall approach with
big, up-front design. This can sometimes cause friction within the team and result in turf

warfare. This book will teach the developer about database basics and teach the DBA the
needed skills to be a member of an agile development project. Effectively intertwining agile
object development and agile database development can only help teams in their quest for
success.
I wish I had a book like this eight years ago when I was developing my first major thin-client,
object-oriented application with a data management layer and all the associated other ilks that
come along for the ride. You will be able to avoid many of the lessons from the school of “hard
knocks” by using this book. If you have ever considered “dirty flags,” two-phase commits in a
distributed environment, or the struggle between “who” is in charge of referential integrity (the
database or the objects), then you will benefit greatly from this work. And, if you aren’t sure
what these terms mean, then you really must consider this book!
Because almost every (business) application-development project confronts the need for data
storage, this book will be an invaluable resource to most development teams. You’ll want to be
sure to have enough copies for both your development and database folks. Developers
enhance their skills by learning about agile database techniques, and DBAs learn how to orient
their database development techniques along more agile lines — more effectively supporting
the development effort. In short, everybody stands to win. So grab a stimulating cup of
something, study up, and then let the collaboration begin!

Jon Kern
Coauthor, Agile Manifesto

Foreword by Douglas K. Barry
I want everyone reading this foreword to turn immediately to Chapter 23 of this book. Look at
the table containing recommendations on how to become more agile. Do the entries in the
table make you feel a little uncomfortable? Good. Do you think these recommendations are
unnecessary? Why is that? Take my advice: You really need to do what Scott is suggesting.
These are the first steps you can take to improve the chances you will have a successful
project. And they may just be very uncomfortable steps to take.
Some mental discomfort is good for people who want to make a change. There is no question
that change is needed in how we build (or fail to build) our software systems. This includes our
databases. If all we do is what we find to be comfortable, then there is little chance for change.
To me, Scott is suggesting in Chapter 23 that it is good to stand in the other people’s shoes for
a while. Really stand. Talking with other people and expressing empathy for their situation is
good, but not good enough. Actually trying to do another person’s job is a very different
experience.
I know, because I have stood in many people’s shoes. Early in my career, I was a
data-modeling guru at a large corporation. Then, I got involved in software design and had to
deal with other people’s database designs. After that, I was the CIO of a startup database
company. That was followed by many years in database-related standards development. At

the same time, I started helping people to understand what is likely to be the best architecture
for their needs — which is what I am currently doing. Let me tell you, it has been an education,
and I have often felt uncomfortable. But I think I am better off for it. Based on my experience, it
appears that Scott is showing you a good way to start on your own path.
Throughout this book, Scott includes practical suggestions for using agile techniques in
database development. You might not always agree, but it will possibly challenge your thinking.
And that is good as well.
Scott also offers common-sense design suggestions for developing a database and for the
mapping of data between different types of systems. These suggestions are important, and
you do not always find them in the basic modeling texts.
The uncommon suggestions for becoming agile and the common-sense design suggestions
make this a good, all-around book for someone looking to go beyond a basic modeling text.
You will find workable, real-world advice here.
Douglas K. Barry
Founder and Principal, Barry & Associates, Inc.
(www.barryandassociates.com)

Introduction
An Agile Introduction: This is a really good book. Buy it. Read it. Spread the word.
Since the early 1990s, I’ve been working with both object and relational database (RDB)
technologies to build business applications, and since the mid-1990s I’ve done a fair bit of
writing on the subject. These writings have appeared in Software Development
(www.sdmagazine.com), in several of my books (in particular Building Object Applications
That Work and The Object Primer), and on my personal Web site (www.ambysoft.com). The
two white papers at my site, one on mapping objects to RDBs and the other describing the
design of a persistence layer, have proven to be incredibly popular, with several hundred
thousand downloads over the years. The persistence layer paper has even been used as the
basis for several open source products. Although it’s been very rewarding for me to share my
ideas through these writings, I never took the time to collect this work in one place, nor have I
written everything that I have to say about the topic. This book rectifies this situation.
As a consultant, I’ve worked with object and data professionals, their related technologies, and
of course their techniques. In doing so, I’ve worked in traditional environments that take a
near-serial approach to development as well as more modern environments that take an agile
and evolutionary approach to development. Over time, I’ve worked on many different project
teams in various roles. Data-oriented issues were important, and sometimes even critical, to
the success of each project. Although traditional project teams seemed to have a handle on
how to deal with data issues the more agile ones often struggled — in part because the data
professionals in those organizations preferred to take a serial approach and in part because
the object developers didn’t appreciate the importance of data-oriented issues. Being an

ex-data-specialist (oh no, my horrible secret is out!) and being experienced in object
technology, I often found ways for the two groups to work together. My experience was that
data professionals were often overly focused on data to the exclusion of the wide variety of
challenges faced by object developers and similarly object developers had little or no
data-related experience. So, I would help the two groups find ways to work together, to mentor
them in each other’s techniques, and to help them overcome what is known as the
object-relational impedance mismatch. For these two groups to work together effectively, they
each need to understand and appreciate what the other group is focused on, and I would even
call into question the wisdom of having separate groups to begin with. This book describes the
skills that both data professionals and object professionals require in order to build
modern-day software.
As a methodologist I have actively tried to find ways to develop software effectively, and over
the years have run the gambit from prescriptive approaches such as my work with process
patterns (www.ambysoft.com/processPatternsPage.html) and the Enterprise Unified Process
(EUP) (www.enterpriseunifiedprocess.info) to agile approaches such as Agile Modeling (AM)
(www.agilemodeling.com) and now agile database techniques. In part, this book is an
extension of AM to help describe how data professionals can take an evolutionary (iterative
and incremental) approach to development. Although many people within the data community
are adamantly opposed to evolutionary approaches, interestingly enough I’ve often found that
those opposed to it have never actually tried it; the reality is that agile software development is
real and here to stay. For data professionals to remain relevant, they must be prepared to work
in an agile manner, otherwise project teams will very likely find ways to work around them (I
suspect you see this sort of thing happen within your organization all of the time). My
experience, on actual projects, is that you can in fact be very successful by taking an agile
approach to data-oriented activities if you choose to do so. Many people will tell you that it
won’t work, but all they’re really saying is that they either can’t make it work or they don’t want
to. This book describes numerous, proven techniques that support evolutionary data-oriented
development.
When I first started writing this book, I intended its focus to be on the agile data (AD) method
(www.agiledata.org). This method, summarized in Chapter 1, describes how data
professionals and application developers can work together effectively on agile projects. It also
describes how enterprise professionals, such as enterprise architects and data administrators,
can support agile development teams effectively. Because I was taking an iterative and
incremental approach to the development of the book, I quickly realized that the real value lay
in detailed development techniques instead of yet another methodology. So I refocused.

The Audience for This Book
Who is the audience for this book? The simple answer is anyone who is part of, or at least
interacting with, an agile software-development team. The more complicated answer is:

Agile/extreme programmers. Chances are pretty good that the software that you’re building
manipulates data: therefore, you’ll need to adopt many of the techniques described in this
book.
Database administrators. This book describes how you can succeed working on an agile
software-development team. Read it from cover to cover.
Data administrators. You’ll need to support more and more agile development teams as
times goes on, and therefore you need to understand how they work and why they work this
way. This book will provide the insight that you require to help these teams be effective.
Architects. Agile, evolutionary development is quickly becoming the norm in most
organizations. This book describes techniques that you can adopt to work effectively on these
teams.
Team leads/coaches/managers. To lead an agile software-development team effectively,
you must understand the techniques that your team uses, why they apply those techniques,
and the implications of doing so. This book not only describes these techniques but also
discusses their trade-offs, enabling you to help your team make intelligent decisions.

Why the Focus on Agile DBAs?
Although most of the skills that I describe in this book are applicable to both application
developers and database administrators (DBAs), I choose to present them from the point of
view of an agile DBA. An agile DBA focuses on data-oriented issues, including traditional
database administration as well as any application development involving data. Agile DBAs
will also collaborate with enterprise professionals to ensure that the efforts of the project team
reflect enterprise realities. The important thing is that they do this work in an agile manner. The
role of agile DBA can be held by several people on your project, can be shared on a rotating
basis by several people, or can be held by a single person. Although the skillset of an agile
DBA can seem formidable, and it is, you’ll find that you can gain these skills over time by
working with others who already have skills that you’re missing, by training, and by simply
trying them out for yourself.

An Overview
This book is organized into four parts. The first part sets the foundation by describing the
fundamental skills and philosophies that all IT professionals require to be effective at
data-oriented activities. The second part describes techniques that enable evolutionary
database development, showing that it is possible to take an iterative and incremental
approach to data-oriented development. The third part provides an overview of detailed
implementation techniques for effectively using object technology, relational database
technology, and XML (Extensible Markup Language) technology together. The fourth part
wraps up with a discussion of how to successfully adopt the concepts described in this book.

Part I
A significant problem in the IT industry is that most data books do not cover object-oriented
development issues, and most object books seem to ignore data issues. This needs to stop.
Part I describes the fundamental skills and knowledge that everyone on an agile project team
should have. This includes the basics of object orientation, relational databases, the
object-relational impedance mismatch, data modeling, and how to deal with legacy data issues.
Without this common base of knowledge it is very difficult for application developers and data
professionals to work together effectively.

Part II
Part II focuses on how to take an evolutionary approach to data. This section sets the
foundation for a model-driven development (MDD) approach, or more accurately, an agile
model-driven development (AMDD) approach where your application code and database
schemas are based on agile models. This isn’t the only way to work; you may decide to take a
test-driven development (TDD) approach instead, or better yet, combine it with AMDD. Both
methods support evolutionary development but because MDD is very common within the data
community, I suspect that developers will gravitate more towards an AMDD approach rather
than a TDD approach. However, some agile developers, particularly extreme programmers,
prefer TDD over AMDD. Luckily, the two approaches work very well together, so it really
doesn’t matter which you choose. The implication is that TDD will become more important to
data professionals in the coming years. This part also describes database refactoring, an
evolutionary technique that enables you to improve your database design in small steps. In
many ways, database refactoring is normalization after the fact. Chapters describing mapping
objects to relational databases, performance tuning, database encapsulation, and supporting
tools are included in this part because they enable evolutionary development.

Part III
Part III focuses on implementation techniques and strategies such as concurrency control,
security access control, finding objects in relational databases, referential integrity, and the
effective use of XML. An important observation is that many of these topics are traditionally
thought of as data issues, but as you’ll see there is far more to them than this — it isn’t a
black-and-white world.

Part IV
Part IV describes strategies for adopting agile database techniques. This chapter provides
advice for individuals who want to become agile software developers and for organizations
that want to adopt agile techniques.

Part One: Setting the Foundation
Chapter List
Chapter 1: The Agile Data Method
Chapter 2: From Use Cases to Databases — Real-World UML
Chapter 3: Data Modeling 101
Chapter 4: Data Normalization
Chapter 5: Class Normalization
Chapter 6: Relational Database Technology, Like It or Not
Chapter 7: The Object-Relational Impedance Mismatch
Chapter 8: Legacy Databases — Everything You Need to Know But Are Afraid to Deal With

Part Overview
This part describes fundamental skills and knowledge that everyone on an agile project team
should have. Why should you invest your time reading these chapters? Without this common
base of knowledge it is very difficult for application developers and data professionals to work
together effectively. A significant problem in the IT industry is that most data books do not
cover object-oriented development issues and most object books seem to ignore data issues.
Furthermore, leading agile books have all but ignored data and enterprise issues until now. I
think it’s time that we all decide to start investing the time to learn about the wide range of
issues that we commonly face on a daily business. Although you may feel that you have a very
good understanding of one or more of these topics my advice is to skim the chapters
describing your areas of expertise because I suspect I’ve presented many new insights on
these “old topics”.
Chapter 1: The Agile Data Method. Explores how application developers, database
administrators (DBAs), enterprise architects, and data administrators can work together
effectively in an agile environment.
Chapter 2: From Use Cases to Databases — Real-World UML. Object technology is the
norm for modern projects; therefore, it is critical for everyone to understand the basics of
object orientation and the Unified Modeling Language (UML) 2.x (including UML data
modeling).
Chapter 3: Data Modeling 101. Data modeling is a fundamental skill that all software
professionals, including object professionals, require if they wish to store data effectively.

